PHD COURSE: REQUEST OF extension for Scientific Research Activity

TO THE RECTOR OF THE UNIVERSITY OF GENOA

I………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………...(student number …………..) born in……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..(State…………..) on …………….. enrolled in the III year of the PhD course in ............................................................................................................................................................................................ curriculum ........................................................................................................................................................................................................ cycle ………...

hereby ask:

☐ An extension of the PhD course of …… months (maximum 12) as I need to further develop the research activity aimed at the preparation of Doctoral thesis, with extension of the allocated scholarship

I declare I am aware that:
• The request must be submitted at least one month before the end of the regular end of the course
• The acceptance of the request is subordinated to the approval of the PhD Course Board; funding availability, authorisation by the Rector,
• Extensions for preparation of the doctoral thesis and extensions for scientific reasons can be requested, overall, for 12 months.

……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………. (location and date) .......................................................... (Signature)